In this paper we used, the Dai-Yuan nonlinear conjugate gradient (DYCG) method, to the three-term conjugate gradient (TDYCG) method and the derivation of the method, based on the Perry's conjugacy condition .The global convergence was proved, with Wolfe line search . Numerical experiments are reported and shows the presented method outperforming, some other three-term CG methods.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the unconstrained optimization problem: , , Or by other formula (e.g. see [1, 2, 7] ).The corresponding method is respectively called FR (Fletcher- Revees [6] ),DY ),CD(conjugate-Decent [7] ),PR(Polak-Ribiere [11] ),HS(HestenesStiefel [9] ),respectively.
Where . means the Euclidean norm. The line search in conjugate gradient algorithms is often based on the general Wolfe conditions [13, 14] ( ) ( )
Where k d is a descent direction and 0 1 δ σ < < < .However, for some conjugate gradient algorithms, stronger Wolfe (SW) condition used, defined by equation (1.5) and:
Are needed to ensure the convergence and to enhance the stability.
The pure conjugacy condition is represented by the form
For nonlinear conjugate gradient methods .The extension of the conjugacy condition was studied by Perry [10] , he tried to accelerate the conjugate gradient method by incorporating the second-order information into it specifically, he used the secant condition Holds By taking this relation into account, Perry replaced the conjugacy condition (1.8) by the condition
Recently Zhang, Zou and Li [15, 16] , proposed the following three-term conjugate gradient methods 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we presented a new three-term conjugate gradient (TKLCG) method, which was obtained by modification of the Khalil-Linda CG method. Section 3, presents the global convergence of the proposed algorithm. In section 4, some numerical results and comparisons with some other three-term conjugate gradient methods, were presented.
NEW THREE-TERM CG-METHOD (TKLCG)
In this section, we derive a new three-term conjugate gradient algorithm, for unconstrained optimization which is generalization to, the Dai-Yuan CG method. Consider the following three-term search direction
If we use inexact line search and Perry conjugacy condition (1.12), we get from (2.1) the following value for
Therefore our new three-term (TKLCG) conjugate gradient algorithm can be defined as
We see from (2.3), for quadratic convex function with exact line search the above search direction reduces to the Fletcher CD method i.e. 
DESCENT PROPERTY AND GLOBAL CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Next we will show that our three-term CG (2.3)-method satisfies the descent property and global converges. 
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To prove the global convergence we need the following assumption [8] H1. The objective function f is bound below in the level set and
On the other hand, under assumption [10] , it is clear that there exist positive constant B such ,
Lemma (1) [8]
Suppose that Assumption [10] and equation ( 
Using Cauchy Schwartz together with inequality (3.3) we get 
